What role can local authorities play to help alleviate social and economic crises? // Quel rôle les autorités locales peuvent-elles jouer dans un contexte de crise et de tension sociale ? // ¿Qué rol pueden jugar las autoridades locales en un contexto de crisis y tensión social?

Take part #UCLGlocalgov debate #Rabat2013. What role #LocalGov can play in context of crisis and social tension? bit.ly/16GhQYU

Any question on Mediterranean new local governance? Expertise by @IEMed_ today moderating our 3rd debate. Tweet with #UCLGlocalgov

#UCLGlocalgov: @IEMed_ is a think tank specialized in Mediterranean relations. Secretariat of the #EuroMeSCo & the ALF Spanish networks.

Join us at #UCLGlocalgov Twub. For live tweets, photos, videos and more, check out twubs.com/UCLGlocalgov
Rejoignez-nous pour le débat sur la gouvernance locale! #UCLGlocalgov
@MichelDelebarre @africgovernance twubs.com/UCLGlocalgov

10 DAYS AGO

Ready 2 go? Debate #UCLGlocalgov starts in 5 minutes! check content before ow.ly/oWIXQ This account & @IEMed_ moderate comments

10 DAYS AGO

DEBATE STARTS! What role can local authorities play to help alleviate social and economic crises? Share your views!
Le DÉBAT COMMENCE! Quel rôle les autorités locales peuvent–elles jouer dans un contexte de crise et de tension sociale? ¡EMPIEZA EL DEBATE! ¿Qué rol pueden jutar las autoridades locales en un contexto de crisis y tensión social? ¡Participe!

Local authorities MUST consult with communities to create multi-stakeholder dialogue and change #UCLGlocalgov

10 DAYS AGO

@uclg_org @InclusiveCities BIP/ZIP Program (Pritority Intervention Zones) in Lisbon is a good example oidp.net/fileadmin/docu...

10 DAYS AGO

@uclg_org @InclusiveCities @oidpoidp see an example from Brazil in The Municipal Waste and Citizenship Forum at wiego.org

10 DAYS AGO
@diasoniadias Bem-vinda ao debate! Empowering women as WIEGO does truly fosters community participation @InclusiveCities @oidpoidp @UCLG_Saiz

@oidpoidp @uclg_org Por acciones continuas de control social de #Ayuntamientos >>> ABC del Presupuesto Municipal >>> goo.gl/M3mjsN

MT @missrok contribution: see a paper on #localgov & communities bit.ly/1eZAe6v #UCLGlocalgov

Consensus building over conflict, leadership from gov & community, commitment to social dialogue. Ex: ow.ly/oWNtw #UCLGLocalGov

@InclusiveCities @UCLGGold Observatory of Local Democracy in Dominican Republic vision @fsolidaridad #UCLGlocalgov solidaridad.do/gestionpublica...
Inclusive Cities
@InclusiveCities
10 DAYS AGO

We've got great examples of authorities working with, not for, communities to alleviate crisis #UCLGlocalgov ow.ly/oWMds

UCLGGold
@UCLGGold
10 DAYS AGO

@InclusiveCities Great work! Acknowledging and working with the informal sector is a vital element of governance #UCLGlocalgov

Inclusive Cities
@InclusiveCities
10 DAYS AGO

@UCLGGold #UCLGlocalGov Key in effecting change on household & all governance levels for urban poorest #wastepickers #streetvendors,

Inclusive Cities
@InclusiveCities
10 DAYS AGO

@UCLGGold and of course #homebasedworkers #UCLGlocalgov

LocalDemocracyWatch
@localdemwatch
10 DAYS AGO

Canada: Advocates encourage alternative democracy thetelegram.com/News/Local/201... @TeleAndrew #UCLGlocalgov
ONLINE POLLS THAT INSTRUCT ON ISSUES

http://storify.com/uclg_org/a40f1e7011548e60d3f490d46cd2e3c
@localdemwatch on-line polls in Sweden and Canada? Is that #opengov? Would it work 4 #localgovs? #UCLGlocalgov @oidpoidp @mgarrigap

@mgarrigap to what extent? Could you give us some examples? @localdemwatch @oidpoidp

@uclg_org @localdemwatch @oidpoidp #oGov is a new paradigm of Government, it isn't an additional layer of "traditional gov" #UCLGlocalgov

@mgarrigap Interesting point of view. How could #localgovs apply it? Any document addressing this issue? @localdemwatch @oidpoidp
Marc Garriga
@mgarrigap

@uclg_org @localdemwatch @oidpoidp In addition, this is a good document about #localgovs and #oGov:
.opengovernmentinitiative.org/directive/v1/ #UCLGlocalgov

OIDP
@oidpoidp

@uclg_org @localdemwatch @mgarrigap does e-goverment necessarily mean e-democracy? #UCLGlocalgov

Ania Rok
@missrok

@oidpoidp @uclg_org @localdemwatch @mgarrigap also e-exclusion, digital divide often forgotten

OIDP
@oidpoidp

@missrok @uclg_org @localdemwatch to have access to internet is not a guarantee to take part in the decision-making

Ania Rok
@missrok

@oidpoidp @uclg_org yes, access way too often confused with power to influence decisions, both online & offline #uclglocalgov
@missrok: @oidpoidp @uclg_org power to influence decisions is key, hence, bottom up approaches needed #uclglocalgov

@oidpoidp
@uclg_org @IEMed_ @WIEGOGLOBAL @missrok Can bottom-up processes be successful without political will? #UCLGlocalgov

@WIEGOGLOBAL @missrok @oidpoidp @uclg_org Bottom-up changes’ve been brought about in Mediterranean though change seems somewhat stalled now

@IEMed_ Then, how to unblock them? Same case in other parts of Mediterranean as spanish #15M? @WIEGOGLOBAL @missrok @oidpoidp #UCLGlocalgov

@oidpoidp @uclg_org @WIEGOGLOBAL @missrok Political will have to respond in the end to social pressure and mobilizations #UCLGlocalgov
Ania Rok
@missrok

@IEMed_ @oidpoidp @uclg_org exactly! part of the success is getting political buy-in, long-term change only feasible if all on board

OIDP
@oidpoidp

@missrok @IEMed_ @uclg_org. Totally agree #UCLGlocalgov

Berry Vrbanovic
@berryonline

Tech playing big role in @FCM_online & @uclg_org municipalities in citizen engagement & also heightened citizen expectations.
#UCLGLocalGov

UCLG
@uclg_org

@berryonline then #localgovs need to adopt #opengov practices that promote transparency, citizen participation & collaboration
#UCLGLocalGov

Berry Vrbanovic
@berryonline

@uclg_org Yes! This requires collaboration between community leaders & civil society to implement. Won't happen overnight - it's tough work!
Berry Vrbanovic
@berryonline

2 key lessons for mun'l govt's - 1) Social media is here to stay. Develop a strategy! & 2) Engagement must be a 2-way dialogue #UCLGLocalGov

10 DAYS AGO

Marc Garriga
@mgarrigap

@berryonline I suggest you this guide of social media of the Catalan Government (@gencat). It's a good guide! #UCLGLocalGov

10 DAYS AGO

Berry Vrbanovic
@berryonline

In @uclg_org #UCLGLocalGov debate, must ensure equitable access for all in engagement strategies around pol'l, econ & soc'l transitions!

10 DAYS AGO

IEMed
@IEMed_

@berryonline #UCLGlocalgov -In Med' region, socio-economic demands will have to be responded by wise and inclusive political decisions.

10 DAYS AGO

UCLG
@uclg_org

@IEMed__True!Mediterranean demc.governance,example to face social changes & thus new challanges for #localgovs worldwide #UCLGlocalgov

10 DAYS AGO

http://storify.com/uclg_org/a40f1e7011548e60d3f490d46cd2e3c
@IEMed__Agreed. This is one of biggest challenges as poll leadership & citizens learning simultaneously how to make democracy work!

@localdemwatch Opinion: Government transparency should be a given [disq.us/8f619h](http://disq.us/8f619h) #UCLGlocalgov OPEN GOVERNMENT DATA IS ESSENTIAL TO DEMOCRACY

@localdemwatch #OGov is #transparency, #collaboration and #participation

@uclg_org #localgov can tackle social and ec problems by identifying and targeting communities and households most in need #UCLGlocalgov

@UCLGAfrica we can even say that #localgov is the foundation of problemsolving. Communities depend on it first. #UCLGlocalgov
Consensus building over conflict, leadership from gov & community, commitment to social dialogue. Ex: ow.ly/oWNtw #UCLGLocalGov

USA: San Francisco To Test Online Participatory Budgeting techcrunch.com/2013/09/11/san... #UCLGlocalgov DIRECT DEMOCRACY MAKES POLICY SMARTER

New York City has a Independent Budget Office, although it is not #participatorybudgeting #UCLGlocalgov ibo.nyc.ny.us

Interrogation of gov budgets powerful policy analysis and advocacy tool. Resources here: #UCLGlocalgov ow.ly/oWXLv

Do all citizens have access? @uclg_org: @localdemwatch #localgovs? #UCLGlocalgov @oidpoidp @mgarrigap
Inclusive Cities
@InclusiveCities
@uclg_cisdp @UCLGGold if ALL citizens empowered in voice, visibility, validity through transparent process i.e. @WIEGOGLOBAL #UCLGlocalgov

10 DAYS AGO

IEMed
@IEMed_

#UCLGlocalgov - Good example of citizen platform for transparency during #ArabSpring & afterwards:@nawaat #Tunisia - nawaat.org/portail/about/

10 DAYS AGO

OIDP
@oidpoidp

@walid_elalaoui @uclg_org @localdemwatch @mgarrigap Transparency is necessary but not sufficient #UCLGlocalgov

10 DAYS AGO

OIDP
@oidpoidp

@uclg_org @walid_elalaoui @localdemwatch @mgarrigap Yes, indeed. But is it sufficient to foster #localgovernance? #UCLGlocalgov

10 DAYS AGO

FundaciónSolidaridad
@fsolidaridad

¿Es posible la Gobernanza Local? >>> goo.gl/PMqQ7m aporte desde RD #UCLGlocalgov

10 DAYS AGO
¿Es posible la Gobernanza Local?

@uclg_org @oidpoidp @uclg_cisdp @UCLGGold ¿Es posible la Gobernanza Local?
>> doc PDF >> goo.gl/PMqQ7m >> pic.twitter.com/sUotmuqXok

FUNDACIÓN SOLIDARIDAD @FSOLIDARIDAD - 11 DAYS AGO

@uclg_org @oidpoidp @uclg_cisdp @UCLGGold gracias #UCLGLocalGov, #localgov son las instituciones más cercanas al ciudadano para garantizar participación sociedad civil

UCLG - 10 DAYS AGO

#UCLGLocalgov Local democracy, one of the aims of #Agenda21.
@PlaineCommune a good example on Local government policy in France
@uclg_org

UCLG_cisdp - 10 DAYS AGO

Walid Alaoui
@waldi_elalaoui

@uclg_org Hiring or involving (independent) great talents is a key point for #LocalGov to tackle ec&social crisis #UCLGLocalGov

Walid Alaoui - 10 DAYS AGO
Sonia Dias
@diasoniadias

#UCLGlocalgov empowering women is fundamental
globalrec.org/2013/05/28/mul...

10 DAYS AGO

IEMed
@IEMed_

#uclglocalgov @QuimBrugue on Mediterranean: 'the process of change is a complex but inexorable journey' ow.ly/oWLV u Do u agree?

10 DAYS AGO

OIDP
@oidpoidp

@uclg_org @IEMed_ @WIEGOGLOBAL @missrok Can bottom-up processes be successful without political will? #UCLGlocalgov

10 DAYS AGO

UCLG
@uclg_org

@IEMed_ Then, how to unblock them? Same case in other parts of Mediterranean as spanish #15M? @WIEGOGLOBAL @missrok @oidpoidp #UCLGlocalgov

10 DAYS AGO

OIDP
@oidpoidp

@missrok OIDP Cascais Declaration, Agenda 21 = tool 2 democratise city planing, participation = dimension of sustainability #UCLGlocalgov

10 DAYS AGO

http://storify.com/uclg_org/a40f1e7011548e60d3f490d46cd2e3c
LocalDemocracyWatch @localdemwatch

UN chief: Apathy, democracy's most insidious enemy, can be remedied with INCLUSIVE PARTICIPATION un.org/apps/news/stor... #UCLGlocalgov

10 DAYS AGO

IEMed @IEMed_

@localdemwatch still, there's a need for a vigorous and constant social mobilisation to press on for better governance and democracy

10 DAYS AGO

UCLG @uclg_org

At this point, is inclusive social contract a key to creating new systems in crisis time? #UCLGLocalGov @uclg_cisdp @InclusiveCities

10 DAYS AGO

IEMed @IEMed_

@uclg_org #UCLGlocalgov In crisis and transitions times, to reach a new & inclusive social contract should be a priority

10 DAYS AGO

Inclusive Cities @InclusiveCities

Absolutely. @uclg_org: At this point, is inclusive social contract a key to creating new systems in crisis time? #UCLGLocalGov @uclg_cisdp

10 DAYS AGO

http://storify.com/uclg_org/a40f1e70111548e60d3f490d46cd2e3c
@IEMed_ Political will have to respond in the end to social pressure and mobilizations #UCLGlocalgov

@ChoforChe Local authorities in Africa need to engage their populace in cultivating land rather than depending on imports #UCLGlocalgov

@IEMed_ True! Mediterranean democracy governance, example to face social changes & thus new challenges for #localgovs worldwide #UCLGlocalgov

@ChoforChe I hope local government actors in Africa implement suggestions emanating from these discussions #UCLGlocalgov

@UCLG Thank you everyone participating #UCLGlocalgov debate! Great contributions read today. Comment compilation until Friday! Feed 4 #Rabat2013

http://storify.com/uclg_org/a40f1e70111548e60d3f490d46cd2e3c